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- Most diagnostic tests for tuberculosis (TB) depend on sputum samples
which can be difficult to attain, making the diagnosis of TB in the young
children challenging for treating physicians

- Lipoarabinomannan (LAM) is the only WHO endorsed TB diagnostic
biomarker test that can be detected in urine

- In this study we aim to increase the sensitivity and diagnostic accuracy of
one commercially available LAM test by incorporating a processing step
using Ceres Nanotrap particles (Ceres Nanosciences, Manassas, VA, USA) to
capture and concentrate LAM antigen in urine specimens from children with
microbiologically confirmed TB and compare it with age-matched controls.

- Processing urine with the Ceres Nanotrap particles increased the yield from
Alere TB LAM strips from 9% to 54% among children with confirmed TB.

Abstract Fig 1. Nanotrap structure and function

- Accurate TB diagnostics that do not rely on respiratory specimens are
needed

- LAM, an outer cell wall lipopolysaccharide antigen, has been used as a
diagnostic biomarker, but test performance in children is variable, typically
between 43-73% sensitive, which may be due to low binding affinity of LAM
to the polysaccharide polyclonal antibodies, low concentration of LAM in
urine, and/or the presence of interfering substances.

- Ceres Nanotrap is a molecular cage that captures LAM using a high-affinity
copper complex dye (RB221).

- We hypothesized that processing urine samples with the Nanotrap would
increase the sensitivity of one commercially available LAM test compared to
unprocessed urine from children with and without TB.

Figure 3. Nanotrap improves sensitivity of Alere TB LAM

- Study protocol approved by AKU ERC (# 4203) and UVA HSR-IRB (#17239)
- Parental consent was obtained from each child recruited
- Spot urine samples were collected, aliquoted and frozen at -80°C
- 60uL of the original urine sample was used for testing via the Alere TB LAM

strips according to manufacturer’s instructions.
- The remainder of the urine sample was processed using Ceres Nanotrap

particles. Briefly, 400µL of Ceres Nanotrap particles were taken in a 15 mL
falcon tube and resuspended in 2% SDS solution. 5mLs of urine were added
and incubated for 15 minutes on an orbital shaker at room temperature. The
supernatant was discarded after fixing the tube in magnetic rack. 75µL of
elution buffer (2% Tween 20 solution) were added in the tube followed by
15 minutes incubation on orbital shaker. Finally, Nanotrap particles get
separated by using a magnetic rack and 60µL of processed eluted sample
were loaded on Alere TB LAM strip.

- Images of the test results were captured by photograph and interpreted by
independent reviewers. The appearance of a visible band in the patient
window as well as the control window was considered as a positive result.

- Statistical analyses include simple frequencies and chi square testing. A p-
value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Materials and Methods

- The Ceres Nanotrap particles are an effective strategy to enhance LAM detection
from Alere TB LAM strips, while minimizing false-positive results

- LAM test has advantage over sputum based testing having low infection control
risks associated with sputum collection

Conclusions

Significance of using 
Ceres Nanotrap particles

- Increases the binding 
capacity

- Helps concentrate the 
analyte that are in low 
concentration

- Helps eliminate 
interfering substances

- University of Virginia (UVA) and Global Infectious Diseases Institute (GIDI)
- Ceres Nanotrap (Ceres Nanosciences, Manassas, VA, USA)
- BEI Resources, Manassas VA, USA

- This study includes eleven children with microbiologically confirmed TB and HIV
negative (mean age 13 years) and ten age-matched healthy controls (mean age
11.3 years).

- When testing the original urine sample (without Nanotrap concentration), 1/11
(9%) of cases and 1/10 (10% ) of controls had a positive TB LAM test. After
processing with the Nanotrap, 6/11 (54%) of cases and 1/10 (10%) of controls
had a positive TB LAM test. The Nanotrap increased the sensitivity of the Alere
test strop from 9% to 54%, while maintaining the specificity at 90%

Results

Fig 4a. Photo shows negative LAM result for Original Urine sample

Fig 4b. Photo shows positive LAM result after concentration with Ceres Nanotrap Particle
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Fig 4: Example of Alere TB LAM results

Figure 4: Photos depict Alere TB LAM strip results from one “Case’s” urine sample. Fig. 4(a)
representing the LAM results, when unprocessed urine was loaded on LAM strip, while Fig. 4(b)
shows the LAM strip result from urine pre-processed with Ceres Nanotrap particles
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Fig 2. Sample processing flow chart
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Figure 3: Bar graph showing the Percentages of TB LAM results on Y-axis, between confirmed
TB cases and healthy control urine samples when processed with Ceres Nanotrap particles
compared with unprocessed urine samples.
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